
INTRODUCTION 
Finning is the act of removing shark fins while still alive at sea
and dumping the remains in the ocean, where it suffer a slow
and painful death. NOAA fisheries banned shark finning in the
Atlantic Ocean in 1993 due to its contribution to overfishing.
However, the billion dollar industry still faciliate for illegal,
unreported and unregulated practices. 

Shark fins dry in the sun covering the roof of a 
factory building in Hong Kong on Jan. 2, 2013
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INTERNATIONAL POLICIES 
 

The Magnusons-Stevens act of 1976 is the main
source for fish conservation in the U.S. It was
amended in 2000 with the Shark Finning
Prohibition act and again in 2011 with the Shark
Conversation Act. 

The European Union enacted a ban on shark
finning in 2003. However the ban contained
exceptions which have become loopholes. 
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TRADE
 

The global shark fin trade have
increased, especially in Asia. In
20 years the shark fin price
doubled. Many shark
populations have declined in the
last four decades. Estimates
suggest that 26 to 73 million
sharks are killed each year in
the fin trade. Over 95% of the 
 body is wasted because only the  
fin are kept. 

ENDANGERED SHARK SPECIES DUE TO FINNING [1] 

 CONCLUSION
 

Several countries has banned
the shark fin practice which
can lead  to less import and

export. This decrease result in
less demand of shark fins

around the world. Therefore,
the shark population will
increase thanks to less

fisheries

36 % of all the
sharks are
threatened

with extinction
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